Let {X(t)} be a differential process with discontinuous distributions and Y a nonnegative random variable independent of the process. The superposition A"( Y) has a continuous probability distribution if and only if the process has nonzero trend term and Y has continuous distribution. The nature of discontinuities of the probability distribution of the superposition is indicated.
We continue the notation and terminology of [1] and [3] . Let {X(t)jt e [0, oo)} be a differential process (homogeneous process) with discontinuous distributions. Then -co */-co Jo tx is the trend term of the process. Let Y^.0 be independent of the {X(t)} process and consider the superposition X(Y). We shall show that X{Y) has continuous distribution if and only if the process has nonzero trend term and Y has continuous distribution. The nature of discontinuities will be indicated. Lemma 1. Let {X*(t)} be a differential process with discontinuous distributions and no trend term. Then Cont ¿V(i)(0 = Cont Fx.(1)(-), Vi > 0.
Proof. Reviewing the argument of Theorem 2 in [1] , we see that Fx*u)(') ¡s the distribution function of the random sum Z(t)=Xl+-• • + XYU), where Xlt X2, ■ ■ • are independent with common distribution G(x) = Mx{x)l(f¿ + A),
x < 0, -ftK/t + A), x = 0, = (/i + A + Mx(x))l(fi + A), x > 0, and i?(7(i))=^(/(/u+A)).
Thus Let {X(t)\ be a differential process with discontinuous distributions and nonzero trend term. Suppose Y^.0 is independent of the process and has continuous distribution. Then the superposition X(Y) has continuous distribution.
Proof.
The integrand in (I) vanishes a.e. by Lemma 2 and Y has no point masses. Corollary 2. Let {X(t)} be a differential process with discontinuous distributions and nonzero trend term. Suppose YttO is independent of the process and has a discontinuous distribution. Then X( Y) has a discontinuous distribution with jumps occurring at precisely those points of ^ the form a = t0TX + a., where t0 $ Cont FY(-) and a e* Cont Fv>(u(')-
The indicated points are precisely those where a positive value of the integrand in (I) coincides with a point mass of Y.
Corollary
3. Let {X*(t)} be a differential process with discontinuous distributions and no trend term. Suppose Y^.0 is independent of the process andP[Y=0]<\.
Then X*( Y) has discontinuous distribution and Cont FA-(i-)(') = Cont FA-«(1)(-).
Proof.
The integrand in (I) vanishes if a e Cont FA <(<)(')• If a£ Cont Fa'»(d(')> tnen 0) ana" the observation that /.\"*<-)(a) is continuous and positive imply thaty'A«(r)(t7)>0.
We also note that (I) immediately yields Corollary 1A of [1] .
